School Council
Minutes
16th January 2017

Attended by: Claudia, Eva, Yanis, Danette, Zaine, Eylul, Tamie, Jaiden, Maryam , Keyaan, Tyra, Joshua O,
Toprak, Belcim, Ihsan, Yasin, Kimberley.
Topics to be discussed:




Feedback from Kimberley’s meeting with Miss Smith
Feedback from classes
Any other business

Today we discussed:
News



Tamie is the new girl councillor for Belugas class as Johanna has left our school.
We celebrated our successes so far this year. This year we have achieved:
o We asked for a Science themed week. We are now studying Space this half term which will
involve lots of science based activities!
o We asked for playground problem solvers. We now have playground buddies that help us if
we need a hand.
o We have created safety posters for the climbing frame.

Kimberley’s Feedback from Miss Smith:


Narwhals class asked if we could get a roundabout in the playground. Miss Smith said that she will
have to have a think about this.

Any Other Business:






Panthers asked if we can get soft tarmac in the MUGA like we have underneath the climbing frame.
Mr Butler did explain that this would be expensive and that really children in the MUGA should just
practice being careful.
Lynx class asked if they could get more comprehensive dictionaries in their classrooms. The
dictionaries that they currently have do not always have the words that they are looking for. Ideally
they would like at least one per class.
Lions have asked if we can have healthy chicken nuggets on summer term menu. Mr Butler explained
that if Miss Smith likes the idea, we would then have to speak to Habibah and Saada in the kitchen.
It’s a very tricky job ordering and cooking food for over 400 people!
Kimberley, our chairperson, will speak with Miss Smith about the issues raised in this meeting.
Kimberley will then feedback to everyone in our next meeting.
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